Background Standardization of the key measurements of a procedure's finished anatomic configuration strengthens surgical practice, research, and patient outcomes. A consensus meeting was organized to define standard versions of 25 bariatric metabolic procedures. Methods A panel of experts in bariatric metabolic surgery from multiple continents was invited to present technique descriptions and outcomes for 4 classic, or conventional, and 21 variant and emerging procedures. Expert panel and audience discussion was followed by electronic voting on proposed standard dimensions and volumes for each procedure's key anatomic alterations. Consensus was defined as ≥ 70% agreement. Results The Bariatric Metabolic Surgery Standardization World Consensus Meeting (BMSS-WOCOM) was convened March 22-24, 2018, in New Delhi, India. Discussion confirmed heterogeneity in procedure measurements in the literature. A set of anatomic measurements to serve as the standard version of each procedure was proposed. After two voting rounds, 22/25 (88.0%) configurations posed for consideration as procedure standards achieved voting consensus by the expert panel, 1 did not attain consensus, and 2 were not voted on. All configurations were voted on by ≥ 50% of 50 expert panelists. The Consensus Statement was developed from scientific evidence collated from presenters' slides and a separate literature review, meeting video, and transcripts. Review and input was provided by consensus panel members. Conclusions Standard versions of the finished anatomic configurations of 22 surgical procedures were established by expert consensus. The BMSS process was undertaken as a first step in developing evidence-based standard bariatric metabolic surgical procedures with the aim of improving consistency in surgery, data collection, comparison of procedures, and outcome reporting.
Introduction
The work of the scientist is essentially to measure. -A. Szent-Györgyi, 1937 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
We are metabolic surgeons working in an era of evidencebased medicine. As physicians, we must perform the exact technical procedure we agreed to perform for each patient; as surgical scientists, we must report a consistent technique in the international research literature to facilitate reproducibility and comparison of results. Establishing agreed standard measurements for the primary anatomic alterations performed in an operation ensures a level of scientific uniformity that strengthens surgical practice, research, and patient outcomes.
While the historic procedure of a surgical innovator is honored, and a surgical mentor's unique approach admired, neither technique is sacrosanct. The best technique is the most effective and safe approach at a given time. It can only be learned from the evidence of formal research, which depends on collection of precise, reliable data. Bariatric metabolic procedures are complex and, thus, especially require that exact intraoperative measurements of the final anatomic configurations be agreed upon and consistently employed. In the absence of uniform measurements, or use of those taken on different versions of a procedure, verifiable data cannot be collected, nor accurate results aggregated and refined through systematic review and meta-analysis [1] . The result is a weakening of the quality and utility of the evidence base that impairs our ability to improve patient care.
In working toward consistency, every aspect of a surgical procedure cannot, and likely should not, be standardized and will vary by a surgeon's clinical experience and resources. There will be differences in the choice of sutures, staples, reinforcement of staple lines, methods of hemostasis (e.g., sutures, clips, electrocautery, glue), use of drains and nasogastric tubes, and techniques of port insertion and retraction. While these variables may affect the incidence of complications, typically, they do not directly alter a procedure's lasting metabolic effectiveness. The primary characteristics of procedures most likely to influence bariatric metabolic outcomes are the dimensions and volumes of the final anatomy created (e.g., limb lengths, orifice outlets). It was in order to provide our profession with these important standard measurements of anatomic dimensions and volumes that the Bariatric Metabolic Surgery Standardization World Consensus Meeting (BMSS-WOCOM) was organized.
The aim of the BMSS meeting was to begin an important conversation about how to harmonize disparate versions of bariatric metabolic procedures toward a single standard version of each. This Statement is an independent report that reflects experienced, expert surgeon consensus on the key technical aspects of bariatric metabolic procedures based on knowledge available in the field. The longer-term aim of the BMSS Working Group is to attain widespread adoption of the consensus-based measurements so that new procedure data may be compiled using harmonized standards. In time, application of the standards will improve accuracy and comparability of outcomes across the evidence base.
Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery
Metabolic surgery was first formally defined by Drs. Buchwald and Varco in their 1978 book, Metabolic Surgery, as the "operative manipulation of a normal organ or organ system to achieve a biological result for a potential health gain" [2] . Examples of metabolic surgery date at least to the early 1900s and include reduction of breast cancer metastases by removal of normal ovaries, splenectomy to treat idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura, pancreas transplant for type 1 diabetes, partial ileal bypass for hyperlipidemia, and resection of sections of normal stomach and division of vagus nerve branches to cure gastric ulcer disease. Today, bariatric surgery is the standard bearer for metabolic surgery. Recent metabolic procedures include duodenal stimulation for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), electronic vagal nerve stimulation for T2DM, carotid body procedures directed at hypertension, and treatment of epilepsy by central nervous system stimulation [3] . Metabolic surgery seeks to recognize impaired, often weight-independent, regulatory mechanisms within the neurohormonal network and microbiome and treat them with actions on, or reconfigurations of, essentially normal organs.
Bariatric surgery, the most extensively developed application of metabolic surgery, has evolved continuously in response to the escalating prevalence and social and economic burden of obesity and the metabolic syndrome [4, 5] . In 2015, a total of 603.7 million adults and 107.7 million children were obese in the world [6] . Obesity is both a serious disease and a symptom of other metabolic diseases and one of the top 3 health burdens created by human beings after smoking and violence [5] . More than 50 distinct operations have been implemented by bariatric surgeons to manage the critical global threat of obesity and the metabolic syndrome [3, 7] . By recent count, 579,517 bariatric metabolic operations and 14,725 endoluminal procedures are performed annually worldwide [8] . These operations reduce body weight and improve or resolve a wide range of comorbid diseases. Currently, bariatric surgery is the only effective, safe, and durable therapeutic option for most patients with obesity [9] [10] [11] . In addition, bariatric surgery research has produced a vast body of scientific evidence that is revealing consequential insights into metabolic diseases.
There is no single operation appropriate to the treatment of all patients in bariatric surgery-the diversity of procedures characterizes the imagination of its practitioners and vitality of the discipline. Four primary procedures have passed the twin tests of time and trial, remaining in currency for > 10, and in some cases, 30 years. In order of current global use, they are as follows: sleeve gastrectomy (SG, 45.9%), Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGBP, 39.6%), laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB, 7.4%), and biliopancreatic diversion/ duodenal switch (BPD/DS, 1.1%) [8] , each of which is associated with long-term, high evidence level and observational evidence. These operations have inspired numerous variants, endoluminal procedures, and emerging or novel techniques currently only associated with short-term evidence.
Consensus Focus
The 1991 National Institutes of Health (NIH) Consensus Development Conference Panel broad guidelines for the use of bariatric surgery [12] were the initial consensus milestone in the field. In 1997, obesity was recognized as an epidemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) [13] but only acknowledged as a disease by consensus resolution 16 years later, in 2013, by the American Medical Association (AMA) [14] . The publication of this landmark AMA declaration in medicine not only distinguished obesity as a medical illness with genetic and epigenetic origins, but as a constellation of metabolically related diseases including heart, renal, and gall bladder disease; type 2 diabetes; dyslipidemias; nonalcoholic steatohepatitis; sleep apnea; infertility; and cancers. At least 31 consensus statements from multiple countries that relate to treatment of diseases comorbid with obesity have been issued, featuring topics such as indications for bariatric metabolic surgery, bariatric endoscopy, robotic bariatric surgery, bariatric nutrition, childhood obesity, and quality of life. Consensus statements and guidelines for individual bariatric procedures have been published by independent surgical working groups [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , country-specific consensus alliances [21, 22] , and professional surgical societies, e.g., the International Federation for the Surgery of Obesity and Metabolic Disorders (IFSO) [23] , the American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery (ASMBS) [24] , and the European Association for Endoscopic Surgery (EAES) [25] , often in conjunction with nonsurgical societies.
Consensus Meeting and Statement
Observational and high-quality (levels 1-2 [26] ) evidence comparing procedures is available for established bariatric operations proven safe and effective in many hands over the long term; however, these operations remain unstandardized in terms of their application and reporting. Guidance documents suggest best practices for the sequence of operative techniques involved in performing a bariatric procedure, yet no professional organization or field journal has issued a set of standard requirements for reporting the final anatomic configuration of a named procedure. Most new procedures are not yet associated with any high-quality evidence, and some lack a body of observational study evidence. Thus, by defining the set of key measurements that identify a procedure's finished anatomic configuration, precision can be added that will improve procedure safety, weight-loss efficacy, and our understanding of the metabolic changes induced surgically.
The BMSS meeting was conceived to review this gap in procedure definition and produce a preliminary consensus of uniform procedure standard definitions. This work is offered as a potential aid to further precision in reporting research on the procedures, and also as an encouragement to uniform collection of much-needed additional research data on the emerging procedures. To our knowledge, this Consensus Statement of the BMSS Working Group provides the first set of expert opinion-based standards to define the anatomic alterations performed in the majority of currently available bariatric metabolic procedures. Anatomic measurement standards were delineated for 25 procedures, including SG and 10 variants, RYGBP and 4 variants, the AGB, BPD and its DS variant, and 6 additional emerging procedures.
The recommendations for standardization of the procedures described in this statement do not constitute scientific approval, endorsement, or confirmation by professional surgical organizations of the safety and efficacy of the procedures. Of the procedures reviewed, only the SG, RYGBP, LAGB, and BPD/DS are currently endorsed by both IFSO and ASMBS. Guidelines for use of a procedure are established by each country in which the procedure is performed. This statement was not designed to approve, disapprove, or advocate any procedures, nor to set standard practice, nor to be a position paper or guidelines document.
Methods

Meeting Design and Voting Process
In preparation for the meeting, the chairmen (Drs. Bhandari and Fobi) conferred with international expert surgeons to characterize the final anatomic composition of each of the 25 bariatric metabolic procedures under consideration. The organizing committee in Indore, India, prepared a set of artistic drawings depicting the standard configurations for proposal to participants at the meeting. Use of uniform line and color in the illustrations imbued the basic GI anatomy with a standardized appearance on which the unique elements of each configuration were drawn.
A consensus panel of expert bariatric metabolic surgeons and several bariatric endocrinologists and primary medicine researchers from multiple continents was invited to present technique descriptions and outcomes for the 4 historic/ conventional and 21 current variant and emerging procedures. The consensus expert panel was comprised of procedure innovators, renowned proponents of procedures, and bariatric metabolic surgery subject experts drawn from representative geographic areas. All national bariatric society presidents were invited, and those that attended were included in the expert voting panel. Most panel members serve on the editorial boards of peer-reviewed journals. A second voting group, comprised of bariatric metabolic surgeon attendees, was also invited in order to discern whether their responses differed from those of the expert panel.
The expert presenters were instructed to prepare presentations describing a designated procedure's origin and outcomes based on current scientific evidence and observations from their extensive procedure series and clinical experience. Presenters were asked to conclude their presentations with the proposed configuration of the finalized procedure anatomy for consideration as the standard version. A different consensus panel discussant was appointed to comment on and challenge each presentation. Comment and debate by audience members was to follow, culminating in an anonymous electronic vote taken serially by the two groups separately.
All participants were instructed to vote "yes" to agree and "no" to disagree as to whether the dimensions and volumes depicted in the anatomic drawing of the procedure displayed on the meeting screen should constitute the standardized, replicable characteristics of the operation. Voting agreement using a binary definition of consensus vs no consensus was reported for each configuration. The threshold for consensus was set at ≥ 70% agreement ("yes" votes). There was no designation of "levels" of consensus.
Consensus Phases
Two voting phases were scheduled within the two meeting days. A first vote and consensus tally was scheduled immediately following each expert panelist's presentation, discussant comments, and discussion interaction with attendees. After each vote, the distribution of the group's electronically submitted yes/no responses was to be immediately visible to panelists and attendees on the meeting screen. The second consensus voting phase was scheduled in the final session of the meeting to address issues associated with procedure standards, and reconsider configurations that had not attained consensus in the first vote. Participants were asked to vote on every proposed configuration during the first and second voting. In the second voting phase, only the vote of the expert panel was called and registered.
Manuscript Development
The Consensus Statement was developed from the proceedings of the meeting recorded in presenters' slides, meeting video, and meeting transcripts. The aim of the current study was to introduce, not statistically or clinically assess, each of the 25 procedures; thus, a systematic review of the literature for each operation was not undertaken. However, a structured comprehensive search, retrieval, and review of the scientific literature for every procedure under study was performed. Evidence was summarized to offer salient background and recent outcomes for each procedure using RCTs, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses, where available. Emphasis was placed on providing a fair balance of outcome data, particularly because evidence for many emerging procedures is lacking at this time and procedure comparison and judgment were not the study objectives. The BMSS Consensus Statement draft manuscript was submitted to panel members for review and eventual approval for peer-review submission.
Statistical Analysis
Voting group and consensus-level data were summarized using basic descriptive statistics (simple counts and percentages).
Results
Procedure Consensus Outcomes
For a given vote on a standard configuration, the total number of voters present in the meeting ranged from 30 to 60 in group A and 15 to 40 in group B, with some attendees abstaining from specific voting rounds. Summarized tallies reflect the percentage of attendees who voted on a given standard. The final number of anatomic configurations that attained expert panel consensus as the standardized version of a procedure was 22/25 (88.0%). Table 1 displays the outcomes for proposed procedure standards and indicates the figures that depict their agreed anatomic dimensions.
During the second voting phase, 13/25 procedure configurations that did not achieve consensus in the first phase were reconsidered in focused discussion followed by a revote. The floor was open to all participants to review in detail the anatomic dimensions and volumes of procedures in question. Debate produced slightly altered configuration specifications for several procedures, on which the second vote was taken. Voting consensus on 10 of the 13 outstanding configurations was achieved (finalized anatomic dimensions shown in Figs. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) , and 8 of these configurations In the second voting, as in the first, the adjustable banded gastric plication (BGP) did not achieve consensus standardization. Due to disagreement about the composition of the anatomic configuration and its similarity to another procedure being voted on, two additional proposed procedure standards that did not achieve consensus on the first vote (the single-anastomosis gastroileal bypass [SAG-I] and the diverted one-anastomosis gastric bypass, or mini gastric bypass [D-OAGB/D-MGB]) were invalidated as candidates for revoting in phase 2 due to insufficient and/ or conflicting information.
Procedure Background Summaries
The following overviews of procedure origins and outcomes are presented solely as background: the meeting's actual results are strictly those that address the targeted aims, shown in the table and figures that detail the standardization voting outcomes. Inclusion and discussion of emerging procedures in this review, and voting on their standard end-procedure anatomic configurations, does not constitute a scientific validation or approval of that procedure.
Standard Sleeve Gastrectomy (Fig. 1) [19, 27] . Currently, it is the most performed bariatric procedure worldwide (45.9%) [8] . The technical straightforwardness (not simplicity) of SG combined with its safety and very good short-and long-term outcomes compared with RYGBP is primarily responsible for its rapid attainment of popularity [28] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution Indications for SG include patients considered at high risk, including morbidly obese patients with metabolic syndrome, liver and kidney transplant patients, and patients with BMI 30-35 kg/m 2 with comorbidities [29] . Primary relative contraindications are the presence of severe gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and/or Barrett's esophagus and hiatal hernias [19, 30] . In a 2017 systematic review, weight loss with SG at the 5-year point (20 included studies, n = 1626 at 5 years) was 58.4% [31] . For patients with T2DM, SG is an effective long-term metabolic surgery. Five-year outcomes for 402 T2DM patients reported in a 2016 systematic review (11 included studies, n = 1354) showed T2DM resolved in 60.8%, mean fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels
Distance of sleeve transection from esophagogastric junction B = 3 cm Use 32-40 Fr bougie to size sleeve width C = 3-4 cm Length of proximal pouch D = As is Length of the sleeve E = 2-6 cm Antrectomy distance from pylorus F = 7-7.5 cm Ring size placed 3-4 cm from esophagogastric junction V = <30 cc Volume of proximal pouch and HbA 1C values decreased from 170.3 to 112.0 mg/dL and 8.3 to 6.7%, respectively [32] .
Perioperative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In a study comparing 25 hospitals and 62 bariatric surgeons, the incidence of lifethreatening perioperative morbidity with SG was 2.2% (95% CI, 1.2-3.2), with 0.0% mortality [33] . In a consensus study, in the short term, stricture or stenosis was the complication seen most frequently (mean 2.1 ± 8.4%, range 0-76), and leak was the complication associated with the greatest mortality (mean 2.4 ± 7.6%, range 1-54) [19] . In the long term, intractable GERD is the main complication [34] , most commonly treated with proton pump inhibitors after ruling out a mechanical obstruction, and an emerging incidence of de novo Barrett's esophagus. Depending on the nature of its failure, SG can be converted, revised, or used in a staged procedure. If severe symptoms of aspiration (e.g., night cough, recurrent pneumonias) persist, RYGBP is the favored procedure for conversion [35] . In a consensus study, mean conversion rate was 4.7 ± 8.3% (range 0-50) [19] .
Banded Sleeve Gastrectomy (Fig. 2) Origin, Advantages Banding of the SG was initially reported [36] [37] [38] . In a study of long-term outcomes representative of many SG reports, mean percentage excess weight loss (EWL) of 72.8% at 3 years dropped to 57.3% at ≥ 6-year follow-up [39] . De novo, likely multifactorial weight regain and GERD often become significant problems with SG between postoperative years 3 and 6 [39, 40] . The sleeve reservoir has been shown to dilate with time [41] , in one study, necessitating revision of 88/937 patients at ≥ 6-year follow-up [42] . Some studies also demonstrate that weight regain is accompanied by recurrence of comorbidities [43] . The effect of banding the sleeve in banded sleeve gastrectomy (BSG) occurs after the second year, when the reservoir typically expands. As shown radiologically, when a ring or band is added loosely around the sleeve, reservoir size appears to stabilize, maintaining restriction and providing a sense of satiety that aids in weight-loss maintenance [44] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution BSG is indicated for obese patients with clear contraindications against RYGBP or BPD and for those on medication who need reliable intestinal resorption [36] . In a comparative long-term study of SG (n = 51) and BSG (n = 96) in obese and super-obese patients, EWL increased at each point through longer-term follow-up from 77.4% at year 1 to 86.7% EWL at 5 years. No weight regain was seen in > 97% of the BSG group vs 80% of the SG group, and the SG group had < 50% weight loss in 35.2% of patients at 5-year follow-up [45] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision Complications include band erosion, typically directly related to contamination or infection, kinking or slippage, and solid food intolerance. Regurgitation was significantly higher in the BSG vs SG group at 3-year follow-up [46] . (BGBP). Solid food intolerance is treated by either band/ring removal or revision to RYGBP. As with BGBP, the absence of an FDA-approved ring device has limited the use of the operation in the USA.
Sleeve Gastrectomy with Jejunojejunostomy/Enteral Bypass ( Fig. 3) Origin, Advantages The SG-JJEB is an emerging operation first described by Alamo et al. in 2006 [47] and advanced by de Menezes Ettinger and colleagues [48] . receiving oral hypoglycemic agents (OHGA), and partial remission in 8/8 (100.0%) receiving insulin [51] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In their 2012 study of 49 patients with BMI < 35 kg/m 2 , Alamo et al. found no mortality, one (2.1%) gastrointestinal (GI) bleed, and no hemoperitoneum, gastric tube leak or stenosis, anastomotic leak, or internal hernia. Also, no anemia, dumping, blind-loop syndrome or bacterial overgrowth, or portal thrombosis was reported. Liver function as well as albumin and calcium levels was normal [51] . With SG-JJEB, in the long term, internal hernias may be a concern. Detailed micronutrient studies and incidence of bypass enteritis (SIBO = small intestinal bacterial overgrowth) and subsequent liver failure after SG-JJEB are unknown. Bowel anatomy of the JJEB is reversible [49] .
Single-Anastomosis Duodenoileal Bypass with Sleeve Gastrectomy (Fig. 4) Origin, advantages In 2007, the single-anastomosis duodenoileal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy (SADI-S) procedure was first described and popularized by Sánchez-Pernaute et al. [52] . The operation is increasingly popular in the USA and is performed in many institutions. An SG with a duodenoileostomy 250 cm from the ileocecal junction, it is akin to and almost as effective as the BPD/DS in the short term and with a lower incidence of diarrhea and protein malnutrition. The hypothesis for the procedure is that a one-loop DS would be a simpler surgical technique with one fewer anastomosis that might decrease complications while preserving long-term weight loss and metabolic outcomes [53, 54] . SADI-S/OADS is the classification recommended for this procedure by the 2018 IFSO Position Statement [54] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution SADI-S is indicated primarily for obese patients when greater weight loss or T2DM/metabolic syndrome control is indicated, or with weight regain after a procedure [53] . Mean 12-month EWL has been reported in a few case series ranging from 61.6 to 95.0%. Most series report 12-or 24-month weight-loss outcomes, with one report of 5-year results (total body weight loss [TBWL] 38%, n = 24 patients, 66.7% follow-up) [54, 55] . Resolution of T2DM with SAD-I is similar to that of BPD-DS, which is associated with the highest T2DM resolution reported for any bariatric operation, including OAGB or MGB. SADI-S appears to reduce glucose variability and T2DM remission at 5 years after surgery [56, 57] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In most studies, early complications were few, including nausea, bleeding, and anastomotic leaks. Longer-term complications included nutritional hypoalbuminemia and iron deficiency, and also GERD [54] . A longer-term benefit of the one-loop reconstruction in the Sanchez-Pernaute et al. study is that very few patients have been submitted to reoperation for intestinal obstruction or internal hernia [55] . Concerns with SADI-S long term may be intestinal adaptation, possible weight regain, gas bloat, enteritis (SIBO), and uncertain optimal limb lengths [52] . SADI-S has been converted to a Roux-en-Y DS and RYGBP [24] .
Sleeve Gastrectomy with Jejunoileostomy Anastomosis (Fig. 5) Origin, Advantages The emerging SG variant, SG-JIA, developed by Melissas et al., offers the benefits of SG combined with enhanced neuroendocrine response. It is thought that faster gastric emptying and reduced ghrelin combine with the shorter duodenum-to-cecum transit time to enhance incretin effect [56, 57] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution Currently considered indications are morbid obesity with weight-loss failure following SG after 1-2 years to allow the stomach to dilate and contain more food and, also, nonmorbidly obese patients with BMI 28-32 kg/m 2 . The temporary one to two postoperative months of malnutrition and the possible effects on hepatic function may contraindicate patients with severe nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) or nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) for the SG-JIA procedure. In terms of weight loss, in a dual-center study (Crete and Istanbul), SG-JIA patients (n = 100, mean BMI 46.8, Crete and Istanbul) were compared with 360 comparable patients who underwent SG (Crete only). Results showed statistically significant greater mean EWL improvement in SG-JIA vs SG patients at 6-and 12-month follow-up (59.9 vs 50.0%, 77.3 vs 61.4%, respectively). At 6 months, the SG-JIA group vs SG alone had statistically significant greater mean resolution of T2DM ( obesity with comorbid T2DM or T2DM in low-BMI patients [56, 57] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In the Melissas et al. SG-JIA study, there were no deaths and no major perioperative complications. Late complications may be gallstones, which can be treated with cholecystectomy, and bowel obstruction from torsion of the jejunoileal anastomosis around its longitudinal axis, which can be treated by suturing proximal and distal to the anastomosis. Melissas et al. experienced a single case of a patient with more than 100.0% EWL and frequent nausea and vomiting which on exploration was found to be an antiperistaltic jejunoileal anastomosis. Following this complication, the group has performed the jejunoileal anastomosis isoperistaltically. An unanswered question is the incidence of bypass enteritis (SIBO) and subsequent liver failure. Reversal of the SG-JIA is possible with the option to leave the SG portion intact [56, 57] .
Sleeve Gastrectomy with Duodenojejunal Bypass (Fig. 6 )
Origin, Advantages The SG-DJB was introduced by Kasama et al. in 2007 to treat obesity and metabolic disorders as an alternative to RYGBP [58] . In SG-DJB, the bypass of the duodenojejunal axis is believed to augment the metabolic effects of the SG. Compared with RYGBP, the preservation of the physiologic pylorus in SG-DJB reduces the frequency of anastomotic stenosis and dumping syndrome [59] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution In addition to its indication for poorly controlled T2DM, SG-DJB is indicated for patients in areas with high incidence of gastric cancer (the highest prevalence of which is in Asia) because the duodenal-jejunal bypass is accessible to endoscopic evaluation, and relative to RYGBP, SG-DJB averts the risk of gastric cancer in the remnant stomach [60] . Weight loss in a long-term study by Seki and Kasama showed that mean preoperative BMI of 39.0 kg/m 2 was reduced to 28.0 kg/m 2 at 5-year follow-up [59] . In a 2012 randomized trial by Praveen et al., SG-DJB weight loss was found to be approximately the same as with RYGBP at 1 year [61] . In another study of 1-year outcomes, Lee et al. found that adding DJB to SG may increase EWL by up to 20% (to 87.2% EWL) [60] . A 2018 multicenter comparison study by Naitoh and Kasama of obese diabetic patients showed that SG-DJB (n = 121) was significantly more effective for weight loss than SG (n = 177) (67.0 ± 19.8 vs 59.4 ± 18.7% EWL, respectively) at 1-year follow-up and more effective in T2DM resolution (86.0 vs 80.8%). In addition, SG-DJB was found more effective in reducing T2DM in lower BMI patients (27.5-34.9 kg/m 2 ) [62] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision Adding a DJB to an SG adds operative complexity, time, and risk. A very low rate of major complications has been seen with SG-DJB, primarily postoperative bleeding and leak (< 1.0%) [61] . SG-DJD carries a higher rate of GERD than RYGBP, but a significantly lower incidence of marginal ulceration, stenosis, leakage, and dumping syndrome than RYGBP and a similar incidence of nutrient deficiency, more pronounced in Asian patients [62] . SG-DJB is very difficult to revise, and nonreversible.
Sleeve Gastrectomy with Loop Duodenojejunal Bypass (Fig. 7) Origin, Advantages SG-LDJB was introduced by Huang in 2011 with the objective of avoiding some of the complications of RYGBP by retaining the physiologic pylorus, and the incidence of marginal ulcer, dumping syndrome, and bile reflux is reduced [63] . The technique restricts caloric intake and is believed to engage the posited benefits of the foregut and hindgut hypotheses. SG-DJB also facilitates endoscopic surveillance of gastric cancer [63] [64] [65] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution SG-LDJB is indicated for obesity and/or T2DM in patients with a BMI ranging from 30 to 40 kg/m 2 and in Asian patients with BMI from 27.5 to 37.5 kg/m 2 stratified by their number of comorbidities and level of glycemic control. The procedure is contraindicated for those with active psychiatric illness or drug/alcohol abuse. Relative contraindications include duodenal ulcer, T1DM, severe GERD, or Barrett's esophagus. In the initial report of Huang et al. of SG-LDJB, 22 low-BMI (mean 28.4 kg/m 2 ) patients with long-standing T2DM (mean onset duration, 8 years), at 6 months, 11 patients (50.0%) experienced T2DM remission (HbA 1C < 6.0%) and 20 patients (91.0%) achieved HbA 1C < 7.0% off all medicines [63] . In their 2016 case-matched report, Huang et al. comparatively studied patients with mean BMI < 35 kg/m 2 and T2DM who underwent RYGBP (n = 30) or SG-SDJB (n = 30). One-year results showed that all parameters were significantly improved from baseline and comorbidity resolution was similar, although there were no statistically significant differences between procedures in mean BMI, FPG, and HbA 1C [66] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In the comparative study of Huang et al., there was no mortality. Late complications were higher but not statistically significant in the very small RYGBP vs SG-LDJB groups (12 vs 5, p = 0.08). Two patients in each group required reoperation. In these short-term results, weight loss, glycemic control, and resolution of comorbid disease, SG-LDJB proved comparable to RYGB in low-BMI patients [66] . Endoluminal stenting for the management of leak after SG-JDJB has been described recently by Tsai et al. with some success in closing staple-line leaks, although stent migration and associated ulceration were common [67] . Unpublished data characterizing successful conversion of SG-LDJB to RYGB due to stricture, GERD, or leak at the duodenojejunal anastomosis was described by Dr. Huang regarding his ongoing series of > 316 patients.
Sleeve Gastrectomy with Transit Bipartition (Fig. 8) Origin, Advantages SG-TB, a procedure introduced by Santoro in the early 2000s [68] , is described as safer and easier to perform than a DS while retaining its excellent weight loss and comorbidity resolution and reducing its adverse effects. The operation combines an SG with a Roux-en-Y gastroileostomy from the gastric antrum at a point 250 cm from the ileocecal junction. The procedure has no narrow anastomoses, excluded segments, or prostheses [68, 69] . SG-TB employs the principle of functional restriction, defined by Santoro et al. as a metabolically (rather than mechanically/ physically) driven rate of reduction in gastric emptying and intestinal transit [70] . ) undergoing SG-TB, mean excess BMI loss (EBMIL) was 91.0% at 1 year and 74.0% at 5 years (59.1% follow-up) [69] . SG-TB resolution of hypertension was 62.0%, hypertriglyceridemia 85.0%, and respiratory problems 91.0%. T2DM was resolved in 86.0% of patients, a rate superior to that reported in a 2016 meta-analysis for RYGBP, 56.8% [71] . In a 2018, 24-month, parallel-group, randomized controlled trial (RCT) of the metabolic effects of SG-TB, 20 low-BMI patients with T2DM were randomized to SG-TB or standard medical therapy. At 24 months, HbA 1C was statistically significantly reduced from baseline in the SG-TB group (9.3 ± 2.1 vs 5.5 ± 1.1%, p < 0.05) relative to the medical therapy group (8.0 ± 1.5 vs 8.3 ± 1.1%, p = NS) [70] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In the 2012 Santoro et al. study, there were two deaths (0.2%) and surgical complications occurred in 6.0% of the patients [69] . With this procedure, nutrient deficiencies often associated with bypass of the duodenojejunal axis are minimized, and dumping syndrome and diarrhea are lessened. SG-TB can be reversed or converted.
Sleeve Gastrectomy with Jejunoileal Interposition and Duodenal Ileal Interposition (Fig. 9) Origin, Advantages The concept of an isolated ileal transposition in rats was first published by Koopmans et al. in 1982 [72] . Combined with SG, Gagner reported it in humans in 2005 [73] .
In 2006, de Paula introduced the SG-II in a pilot study in 19 severely obese adults. After the jejunum was divided 50 cm from the ligament of Treitz, a 100-150-cm segment of ileum was created 50 cm proximal to the ileocecal valve, peristaltically interposing it in the proximal jejunum [74] . The SG-JII is typically used in low-BMI patients, and the SG-DII version of the technique in obese patients. Animal studies show that SG-JII delayed the onset of diabetes, an effect possibly related to increased nutrient-stimulated secretion of PYY and GLP-17-36 and improvements of beta-cell function, insulin sensitivity, and lipid metabolism [75] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution SG-JII is indicated for morbidly obese and low-BMI patients with T2DM [76, 77] . Mean BMI in low-BMI patients decreased from 29.7 to 23.5 kg/m 2 [77] . A 2017 systematic review of bariatric procedures for diabetes reported six studies of SG-JII (n = 474 patients, 381 with T2DM). Variable rates of T2DM remission (47.0-95.7%) were reported. Defining remission as HbA 1C level ≥ 7 with no medicines, the cumulative remission rate was 77.8% [73] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision Early mortality in low-BMI patients was 0.99% and late 1.0% as reported by de Paula et al. [77] . In the short term, the reported leak rate is 0.8%. The most frequent long-term SG-II complication is intestinal obstruction, 2.5% reoperation rate [78] , relative to that reported for RYGBP, 4.0% (0.6-10.4%) in a review of 3464 patients [79] . Although the crura are closed routinely in hiatal hernia and GERD patients, postoperative symptoms were seen in 13.4%. New reflux symptoms were present in 5.1%. Other major complications reported are fistulas requiring reoperation and GI bleed [77] .
Single-Anastomosis Sleeve with Ileal Bypass (Fig. 10) Origin, Advantages The SASI bypass is a modification of the SG-TB of Santoro [68] popularized by Mahdy and colleagues [80] . It combines an SG and loop transit bipartition rather than Roux-en-Y gastroileostomy 300 cm from the ileocecal junction. Ghrelin secretion is decreased and the flow of food through the gastroileostomy instead of the pylorus is theorized to lessen foregut stimulation and augment hindgut stimulation. Like the SG-TB, the SASI is described as safer and easier to perform than DS and carries the weight-loss benefits without the nutrient deficiencies and protein caloric malnutrition [80] . The duodenum and papilla are endoscopically accessible. SASI evidence is available for short-term follow-up only. ) experienced significant mean weight loss of 90.0% EWL at 1 year, glucose was normalized in 100.0% of patients at 3 months, and all were off insulin and hypoglycemic drugs [80] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision There has been no mortality to date. SASI bypass results in minimal postoperative nutritional complications relative to other procedures. Incidence of dumping syndrome and diarrhea was reduced in the Salama et al. study [81] . Complications in the Mahdy et al. study included one complete obstruction at the gastroileal anastomosis, one bleed, one pulmonary embolism, and one leak in the biliary limb. At 6 months, one patient was diagnosed with a marginal ulcer; at 1 year, one patient was reoperated to avert potential excessive weight loss. Patency of the anastomosis and ulceration are potential long-term concerns [80] . SASI may potentially be revised or reversed.
Endoscopic Sleeve Gastroplasty (Fig. 11) Origin, Advantages Endosuturing was first performed in 2004 to revise a RYGBP [82] and for primary weight loss in 2008 with an early generation endoscopic suturing device that employed a suction-based superficial thickness suturing mechanism [83] . Development of widely available fullthickness endoscopic suturing has made possible more effective, enduring procedures. OverStitch (Apollo Endosurgery, Austin, TX) is the device used in endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty (E-SG). It was initially tested in three phases by Kumar et al., during which stitch patterns and sequences were optimized for efficiency [84] . Surgical groups in numerous countries are trialing the E-SG although few RCTs have been performed. E-SG has a good safety profile (no reported mortality in 2-year follow-up) with 17.0-19.0% TBWL. No measurements that can be standardized. Technique summary:
• Double-channel endoscope and endosutring equipment used.
• Use of general anesthesia, an overtube CO2 insufflation, and prophylactic antibiotics • Start suturing from proximal body in direction of the fundus including the greater curvature of the stomach • Place sutures by sequentially catching the anterior wall, the greater curvature, and the posterior wall, returning to the anterior wall in a Ushape or crossing directly from the posterior wall to the anterior wall, ending on the posterior wall including the greater curvature 16.0 ± 0.8% at 6 months and 17.4 ± 1.2% at 12 months (n = 44 Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In the Kumar et al. study, no significant adverse events occurred intraoperatively or in the follow-up period, though nausea and epigastric pain were frequently reported in postoperative week 1 [84] . Serious adverse events with E-SG may include perigastric inflammatory serous fluid collection that resolves with percutaneous drainage, pulmonary embolism, and pneumoperitoneum and pneumothorax requiring chest tube placement. The procedure may be reversible.
Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (Fig. 12) [91] , and increasing weight loss [92] . RYGBP is one of the most reliable historic/conventional operations. In the majority of patients, RYGBP resolves or significantly improves hypertension, dyslipidemia, obstructive sleep apnea, arthritis, stress incontinence, headache, congestive heart failure, and depression [93] . It can be used as a revision or conversion option.
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution RYGBP is indicated for morbidly obese patients. Results of a 2017 network meta-analysis of comparative bariatric procedure outcomes showed mean EWL with RYGBP was 67.3% (n = 294) at 1-year follow-up [94] , these findings are similar to yet exceed the RYGBP EWL reported by the 2004 original comparative meta-analysis by Buchwald et al. (56.7-66 .5% EWL within the first 2 years) [95] . Typically, the excellent initial weight loss nadir is followed by 5.0-20.0% EW regain; however, RYGBP weight loss ≥ 50.0% is typically maintained over the long term. In studies 10-year follow-up, T2DM resolves in 50.0-80.0% of RYGBP patients, depending on the severity and duration of disease [96, 97] , an undeniable attribute of bariatric surgery that caused the American Diabetes Association (ADA) to recommend it in their treatment algorithm [93] . Importantly, at 7 years post-RYGBP, Adams significantly by 40.0%, particularly deaths from heart disease, T2DM, and cancer [98] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In a study of comparative complication rates by Birkmeyer et al., life-threatening perioperative morbidity with RYGBP was 3.6% (95% CI, 3.2-4.0%) and mortality, 0.14% (95% CI, 0.08-0.25%) [33] . A persistent question has been the relation to pouch size of longterm weight regain after RYGBP. "Out-eating" the operation, lack of exercise, etc are theorized contributors to an enlarged pouch that slows food passage and decreases incretin production, contributing to weight regain. Recently, Riccioppo et al. reported that smaller pouch size yielded faster gastric emptying, greater maintenance of weight loss, and better food tolerance [99] ; yet, other studies suggest alternate or additive factors. RYGBP can be reversed or revised.
Banded Gastric Bypass (Fig. 13) Origin, Advantages BGBP evolved from the observation that in a significant number of patients there is weight regain after RYGBP due typically to dilation of the gastroenterostomy. Linner and Drew addressed this by placing a Silastic® ring around the gastroenterostomy to stabilize the stoma [100] . When a high rate of erosion occurred, they used fascia to stabilize the stoma [101] . Fobi et al. and others reported better weight loss and maintenance in patients with inadequate weight loss or regain after banded gastroplasty operations were revised to RYGBP with construction of the gastroenterostomy distal to the ring/band [102, 103] , and they reported an erosion rate < 2.0%. This gave rise to success with BGBP with band placement 5-6 cm from the GE junction, ≥ 1.5-2 cm proximal to the gastroenterostomy with a functional 15-25 cc pouch.
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes
Resolution BGBP is indicated for obese and super-obese patients. BGBP is as effective as BPD-DS for weight loss and maintenance [104] . Weight loss peaks around 18-24 months after the procedure with maintenance of 70.0-80.0% EWL reported at 4-12 years of follow-up [97, 104, 105] and significant TBWL of 32.5% [106] . There is slightly better resolution of T2DM and hypertension with BGBP associated with its higher long-term weight loss and maintenance [105] . By meta-analysis, at 10-year follow-up, T2DM remitted in 80/95 (84.2%) [104] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision The most common BGBP complication is food intolerance (5.0-15.0%) and occasional postprandial emesis [107] , mostly resolved with nutritional counseling or band removal in a small set of patients. By a recent Buchwald et al. meta-analysis, long-term rates of gastric outlet stenosis, band erosion, and band slippage were, respectively, 2.8, 2.3, and 1.5% [104] . Placing the band very loosely initially has markedly minimized the complications of food intolerance and migration of the band [105, 108] . The perioperative complication of gastric outlet stenosis, common after standard RYGBP (6.0-23.0%), is significantly less because the BGBP gastroenterostomy is made wider (2.5-3 cm) than in RYGBP (1-2 cm) [109] . There are four to five bands on the market, but no FDA-approved device for banding the RYGBP or SG yet; currently, BGBP is mostly performed in countries accepting the CE mark. One-Anastomosis Gastric Bypass Or Mini Gastric Bypass (Fig. 14) Origin, Advantages One-anastomosis gastric bypass (OAGB) or mini gastric bypass (MGB) was innovated by Robert Rutledge in 1997 [110] . In OAGB, a long tubular pouch is made on the gastric lesser curvature and connected by a wide, nonrestrictive anastomosis to a loop of jejunum 150-250 cm from the ligament of Treitz. Weight loss is excellent and more rapid than with RYGBP or BPD [111] , mostly due to a longer biliopancreatic limb. Reduction of T2DM and hyperlipidemia are also comparable to that of BPD [112] [113] [114] . Early in its development, OAGB fell into disrepute due to its high incidence of bile reflux followed by sometimes fatal protein malnutrition and its high probability of Barrett's esophagus and malignancy [115, 116] . Yet, in a 2018 systematic review by Parmar and Mahawar of 12,807 morbidly obese OAGB patients, the rate of reflux was 2.0% [114] . Although OAGB has not been approved by the ASMBS, it has become the fourth most common operation performed worldwide [8] . In mid 2018, there were 4 RCTs, 34 single-arm cohort studies, and 14 comparative studies of OAGB [117] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution OAGB may be indicated for obese and superobese patients who are compliant with prescribed nutritional supplementation. In the long-term study of 1054 by Kular et al. in morbidly obese patients at 6-year follow-up, mean EWL was 85.0% (84% follow-up) [112] . In a recent large review of 12,807 cases at a median of 2 years (range 6 months to 12 years), EWL was 75.65% at ≥ 5 years. In the same review, T2DM resolution was 83.7% at median 2-year follow-up [114] . T2DM remission of 93.2% at 6 years post-OAGB in the Kular et al. series [112] is similar to that seen in multiple other series ranging from 80.0 to 90.0% [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] , suggesting that OAGB remission of T2DM is comparable to that of BPD.
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In a 7-year 2016 comparative study of 1107 patients by Jammu and Sharma of OAGB (n = 473), SG (n = 339), and RYGBP (n = 295), respective mortality was 0.0, 2.1, and 0.3%, and the respective leak rate was 0.0, 1.5, and 0.3%. In the OAGB group, bile reflux was seen in n < 1.0%, and there was 0.0% weight regain [123] . In the large series by Kular et al., there were 49 (4.6%) early minor complications following OAGB, 14 (1.3%) major complications, as well as 2 leaks (0.2%); 5 patients had marginal ulcers (0.6%), and the most frequent late complication was anemia in 68 patients (7.6%) [112] . In Parmar and Mahawar's review, 30-day mortality was 0.1% (0.0-0.5%), mean leak rate 0.96% (0.0-5.0%), marginal ulceration 2.7% (0.0-10.0%), and malnutrition 0.71% (0.0-3.8%) [114] . With OAGB, there has been concern about bile reflux, marginal ulceration, leak, protein malnutrition, nutritional deficiency, liver failure, and possible multiple organ failure. OAGB advocates suggest customization of the biliopancreatic limb to the weight and nutritional habits (vegetarian/nonvegetarian) of the patient [124] , although compliance is frequently a challenge. OAGB is readily reversible to RYGBP [112] . Diverted One-Anastomosis Gastric Bypass or Mini Gastric Bypass (Fig. 15) Origin, Advantages In this very new procedure, adding a Roux-en-Y diversion to an OAGB provides an effective solution to address complications of postoperative bile reflux and marginal ulcer seen with OAGB [125] . In 2013, this conversion of an OAGB was first used by Ribeiro et al. as a primary procedure-the D-OAGB-with the same effective outcomes as OAGB. The technique is more straightforward to perform than RYGBP as it avoids the need to bring the small bowel up to the GE junction, placing less tension on the anastomosis [125] .
Resolution D-OAGB is indicated for obese patients at risk of GERD, Barrett's esophagus, or hiatal hernia. Weight loss in the first 300 patients of their series (169 primary cases) with mean 2-year follow-up has been described by Ribeiro et al. as the same as with OAGB [125] . They found 82.90% EBMIL at 4 years, 3 patients (1.0%) had weight regain, and 0 excessive weight loss; 54.0% of patients experienced T2DM resolution and were off medications.
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In the series of Ribeiro et al., there was no mortality and there were six intraoperative complications. The diverted version of the procedure is more challenging than OAGB. Due to an increased acid load from the larger gastric pouch, D-OAGB is associated with a higher incidence of marginal ulceration than OAGB (1.0%). The procedure appears to offer a reduction in the rate of internal hernias from that OAGB and an almost nil rate of leaks, stenosis, and dumping syndrome. With D-OAGB, there are f e w e r
b o w e l m o v e m e n t s b u t w i t h f a t t y s t o o l s .
Intermesenteric spaces need to be closed, unlike OAGB. It is reversible and readily revised to reduce or elongate the length of the biliopancreatic limb [125] . Only one publication reports evidence on this procedure.
Single-Anastomosis Gastroileal Bypass (Fig. 16) Origin, Advantages The SAG-I technique is primarily that of OAGB; however, to address possible insufficient absorption of the efferent intestinal limb, de Luca and colleagues modified the OAGB technique, constructing the GI anastomosis at a fixed distance (approximately 300 cm) from the ileocecal valve. The novel variant makes endoscopic and laparoscopic management easier than with the SADI-S in the instance of leak and/or anastomotic hemorrhage. The innovators posit that the fixed length of the common channel may result in more consistent outcomes than with OAGB and prevent its serious complications, including hypoalbuminemia or malnutrition [126] . There is only one evidence publication to date on this procedure. The use is standardized by the manufacturer's instructions for use.
• The upper border of the band is 1 cm below esophagogastric junction • Virtual volume of proximal pouch (Lx r2 = 1cm X 3.14 X 1cm X 1cm = 3.14cc)
• There must be no fat interposed between the band and gastric wall 3. The band must be passed above the lesser sac posteriorly 4. The anterior gastric wall below the band must be fixed by sufficient sutures to prevent slippage 5. The access port must be accessible easily in the office Essential aftercare elements • Saline must be added to the band until satiety and early satiation are achieved (the green zone) • There must be at least a 1-minute wait between bites • Each bite must be small and chewed to mush • Total calorie intake must be less than 1200 kcals per day food intake had a low level of albumin concentration, 2.9 g/dL (normal 3.5-5.5 g/L). SAG-I can be easily revised, reversed, or sleeved if necessary [126] . These are the results of a small cohort over the very short term, and more studies are needed for proper comparison and consideration of the procedure.
Laparoscopic Adjustable Gastric Banding (Fig. 17) -Third of the Four Conventional Procedures Described
Origin, Advantages Despite a marked decline in its use internationally, in 2014, LAGB was the third-most performed procedure worldwide (7.4%) after SG (45.9%) and RYGBP (39.6%) [8] . Evidence suggests that it is a safe and effective procedure, reversible, and durable when patients are properly selected and supported [127] . In a recent multicountry systematic review of seven major studies with 10-year evidence (mean follow-up 84.0%), LAGB EWL was 54.2% (33.0-60.0%) compared with RYGBP, 54.0% EWL (27.0-68.0%) [128] . Marked improvement in well-being and health is often reported with LAGB [129] . LAGB detractors cite its removal and revision rate of 8.0-60.0% [128, 130] ; however, improvements in understanding of the procedure physiology, device design, and operative techniques have reduced LAGB revision rates [131] . Successful long-term LAGB practitioners advocate the use of their techniques to achieve low rates of reoperation [127] , and also advocate careful patient selection, including those who are risk averse and wish to maintain their native anatomy, low-BMI patients, and young patients [132] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution Indications for LAGB are BMI > 30 kg/m 2 with one or more obesity-related comorbidity, and in certain instances of multiple comorbidities and/or Asian descent, BMI 27.5-35.0 kg/m 2 . In a 2018 study of 2246 obese patients, weight loss at 5 and 8 years was durable, with 52.4 ± 41.7 and 57.1 ± 28.6% mean EBMIL, respectively [133] . In a 2017 study of 89 morbidly obese patients, metabolic syndrome resolution occurred in 60/89 patients (67.0%) at 12 months following LAGB and in 60/75 (80.0%) at 24 months [134] . In another 2018 study of patients with T2DM who underwent LAGB (n = 200, BMI 52.8 ± 9.2 kg/ m 2 ), at mean follow-up of 62.0 ± 13.0 months (18-84), HbA 1C was reduced by 1.4 ± 2.0% from 7.9 ± 1.9% and insulin use was reduced from 36.2 to 12.3% [135] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision LAGB is associated with an extremely low rate of mortality and minimal early and late complications that are generally less severe than with more invasive bariatric procedures [136] . In a comparative study of bariatric surgery morbidity in 25 hospitals, LAGB incidence of life-threatening perioperative morbidity was 0.9% (95% CI, 0.6-1.1%), and mortality was 0.04% (95% CI, 0.001-0.13%) [33] . Critiques of banding include the potential for the band to erode into the stomach, band slippage/migration, dilation of the esophagus, and insufficient weight loss. In the Giet et al. long-term study, overall rate of reoperation for LAGB complications was 4.2% over 9 years and explant rate was 1.5% [133] . However, in another long-term LAGB study with less favorable rates of band retention, 405 patients (BMI 44. complication rate and successful use in correctly selected and well-supported patients. LAGB can be safely revised [127] .
Biliopancreatic Diversion (Fig. 18) Origin, Advantages Scopinaro was the first to develop, perform (1976), and describe BPD (1979) [138] . The procedure yields exceptional weight loss, the best and most permanent of all of the conventional bariatric procedures. It also yields other metabolic effects, some of which appear partially or wholly weight independent, including normalization of serum cholesterol and T2DM remission in ≥ 95.0%. BPD is a technically demanding procedure; despite its many benefits, it is performed in a limited number of patients, approximately 4000/year, with < 3.0% of the estimated bariatric procedures performed annually in the world [8] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution BPD is indicated in patients with BMI ≥ 35.0 kg/ m 2 with comorbidities [139] . Multiple uncontrolled series of BPD demonstrate long-term weight-loss outcomes (mean 10 years) with maintained EWL ranging from 61.0 to 85.0% [140, 141] . Full resolution of T2DM and components of the metabolic syndrome after BPD persists over the long term. In a study of BPD by Scopinaro et al., the major elements of the metabolic syndrome were reversed in all but 2/312 patients with T2DM, and resolution was maintained over 10-year follow-up [142] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision Protein malnutrition may be an early serious complication of BPD. Other and later-term complications, which have a low incidence, include intestinal obstruction, anemia, marginal ulceration, bone demineralization, peripheral neuropathy, and stomal ulcer in cigarette smokers [143] . The main long-term BPD complication is related to noncompliance with the need for life-long nutritional supplementation, most importantly, liposoluble vitamins (especially A and E, Fe, and Ca). Generally, the long-term surgical revision rate (elongation of the common limb) is < 1.0%. BPD can be readily revised to control protein malnutrition or excessive side effects [144] .
Biliopancreatic Diversion with Duodenal Switch (Fig. 19) [145] to bariatric surgery as a DS, describing it in conjunction with a Scopinaro BPD [146] [147] [148] . The BPD-DS was first performed lapaproscopically by Gagner and colleagues in 1999 [149] . The DS, in which a vertical SG is added to duodenoenterostomy, preserves the gastric lesser curvature, antrum, pylorus, and first part of the duodenum, and the common channel is lengthened from 50 to ≥ 100 cm. These alterations were designed to reduce BPD complications of vomiting, marginal ulceration, micronutrient deficiency, and dumping syndrome [141] . BPD/DS is a well-demonstrated, conventional bariatric operation, and it is the most effective weightloss operation practiced today [95] , with the greatest resolution rate of comorbidities of obesity, principally T2DM (95.0%) [150] . BPD/DS is used in < 4.0% of bariatric procedures globally [8] . Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution BPD/DS is indicated for obese and morbidly obese patients with comorbidities. Long-term maintenance of excellent weight loss (61.0-85.0% EWL) with BPD/DS has been shown in multiple studies [140, 150, 151] . In the Marceau et al. 2015 large single-center study in 2615 open BPD/DS patients, a mean 71.0% EWL was maintained over 5-20 years [152] . In a meta-analysis of sustained long-term effects of bariatric surgery by Yu et al., 99.2% (95% CI, 97.0-99.8) of 400 BPD/DS patients experienced complete T2DM remission [153] . This outcome is similar to most of the other long-term studies of diabetes remission following BPD/DS.
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In BPD/DS, early mortality is most often associated with anastomotic leaks, pulmonary embolism, and respiratory failure, particularly in super-obesity [141] . In a meta-analysis of 85,048 patients (361 studies), BPD/DS had early mortality rates of 0.29-1.23% (open) and 0.0-2.7% (laparoscopic) [154] . In a study of 1000 patients by Biertho et al., the rate of major BPD/DS complications was 7.0%, 6.0% requiring reoperation [155] ; Hamoui et al. in a 10-year study of 701 BPD/DS patients found a 5.0% rate of complications requiring revision [156] . BPD/DS necessitates lifelong nutritional monitoring, particularly for nutritional complications [156] . BPD/DS is a time-honored standard procedure with known advantages and disadvantages. It is an operation not only for highly skilled and dedicated metabolic/ bariatric surgeons [157] but also for patients committed to life-long follow-up care. BPD/DS can be employed as a revisional procedure. The prevalence of standalone DS may rise as an option increasingly recommended for revision of failed SG.
Intragastric Balloon (Fig. 20) Origin, Advantages Of those who qualify for bariatric surgery, 99.0% do not accept it or cannot access it, fearing its serious complications, challenges to access, and cost. In addition, there is a vast worldwide population of patients with lower BMIs who have failed conventional weight-loss therapies and seek minimally or noninvasive treatments. Intragastric balloons (IGBs), of which there have been 330,000 implanted worldwide, with 2000 active users, are more effective than lifestyle interventions alone, less costly, and less invasive and risky compared to bariatric surgery. IGBs can also be used for patients with severe obesity as a bridge to traditional bariatric or other surgery (e.g., orthopedic surgery, organ transplantation).
Early IGBs (e.g., Garren Edwards gastric bubble [158] ) experienced high complication and failure rates due to structural and placement issues. Current IGBs have been extensively trialed with a focus on safety [159, 160] . For single-fluidfilled IGBs (type studied most extensively), the device functions by decreasing gastric volume capacity and affecting satiety by means of altered gastric emptying, accommodation, and GI neurohormonal activity over the course of its implantation (6-12 months). With ≥ 10.0% TBWL, comorbidities improve as well. An abundance of peer-reviewed level-1 evidence describing IGB outcomes exists, including 21 RCTs, a meta-analysis with n = 6800 from 68 studies [161] , and a Use is standardized by the manufacturer's instructions. Consensus Statement (Brazilian) with n = 41,863 [22] , as well as a report of a consecutive series of post-FDA patients [162] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution IGBs are indicated for patients with mild to moderate obesity (BMI 30.0-40.0 kg/m 2 ) unsuccessful in maintaining weight loss with lifestyle interventions, or in patients with BMI > 40 kg/m 2 as a bridge to bariatric and other surgical procedures [163] . Contraindications include large hiatal hernia (> 5 cm), prior gastric or esophageal surgery, active ulcer in the stomach, inflammatory bowel disease involving the stomach, etc. [164] . Most IGB weight loss happens within the first 3 months. Whether overweight or severely obese, patients tend to lose approximately 10.0-13.0% TBWL. A study of IGBs by Melissas et al. found 25.0% of patients retained > 90.0% of 6-month BMI reduction at 1 year; however, ≤ 75.0% of IGB recipients had some weight regain within 6-30 months [165] . Significant weight loss may continue for 1 year after balloon removal [166] . Meta-analysis of 55 studies including 6645 Orbera IGBs resulted in a pooled estimate of 13.2% TBWL at 6 months (95% CI, 12.4-13.95) [161] . In a US multicenter randomized nonblinded pivotal clinical trial of the Orbera IGB plus lifestyle intervention for 6 months (n = 116) vs lifestyle intervention alone (n = 135), Orbera completers at 6 months lost 10.7 ± 6.8 vs 4.7 ± 5% TBWL in the control group [167] . In a pivotal US multicenter blinded RCT (n = 187) receiving the ReShape Duo IGB plus lifestyle intervention for 6 months compared to those receiving a sham procedure with lifestyle intervention (n = 139), 6-month TBWL among completers was ReShape Duo group (n = 167) 7.6 ± 5.5% vs control group 3.6 ± 6.3% (n = 126) [168] . In a recent systematic review and meta-analysis by Popov et al., short-term data demonstrated a salutary impact of IGBs on FPG of − 12.7 mg/dL (95% CI, − 21.5, − 4.0), triglycerides − 19 mg/dL (− 42.0, 3.5), and waist circumference − 4.1 cm (− 6.9, − 1.4) [169] . There are scant long-term data on IGB outcomes.
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In the collective results of 21 RCTs (n = 877), mortality was 0.0%, perforation 2 (0.002%), bleeding 3 (0.003%), migration 11 (0.01%), obstruction 1 (0.002%), aspiration 2 (0.002%), and pancreatitis 0. By the metaanalysis of Abu Dayyeh et al. (n = 6800, 68 studies), mortality was 0.08%, migration 1.4%, and perforation 0.1% (half in patients with prior surgery) [161] . In the recent Brazilian IGB Consensus Statement, in 41,863 IGB implants, there were 3 balloon-related deaths (0.000024%) (gastric perforation, pulmonary aspiration, and pulmonary embolism) [22] . However, a review of the literature featuring eight recent (2006-present) RCTs reported a weighted mean incidence of serious adverse events of 10.5% in the IGB group across all eight studies. In a recent update from the FDA, new adverse events including acute pancreatitis and balloon hyperinflation were reported for the ReShape and Orbera IGBs [170] .
IGB therapy can be used to prevent progression of overweight, manage primary obesity, or serve as a bridge to surgical therapy where weight loss is necessary for the success of that therapy. It is vital to build the expectation of the patient that following IGB removal, lifestyle management of their weight with multidisciplinary medical support and, possibly medication, will be required. IGB practitioners are considering the most effective plans of follow-up post-IGB removal to retain the weight lost and comorbidity improvement [161, 171] . Serious adverse events in a minimally or noninvasive treatment such as the IGB may continue to be a challenge to acceptance. Better clinical and physiologic patient selection tools will be required to maximize benefit and minimize risk associated with IGBs. vBloc ( Fig. 21) Origin, Advantages Gastric electrical stimulation (GES) was first performed in 1992 and reported by Cigaina et al. in 1996 [172] . Shikora undertook the first large multicenter, doubleblind RCT of GES in 2000 in the USA in 103 morbidly obese patients [173] , and multiple smaller trials followed. Based on the known role of the vagus nerve in weight regulation, an implantable GES therapy evolved, the vBloc System (ReShape Lifesciences, St. Paul, MN). vBloc successfully blocked vagal nerve signaling, emulating the action of surgical vagotomy as performed by Kral [174] , but without its unwanted side effects and irreversibility [175] . Vagus nerve blockade using vBloc applies high-frequency electrical impulses directly to vagal nerve trunks to block existing neurophysiologic activities, increasing satiety. Approved by the FDA in January 2015, > 700 patients have been implanted with vBloc worldwide. vBloc effectiveness has been investigated in four feasibility studies, two pivotal trials, the EMPOWER study (n = 294, using vBloc RF system), and the RECHARGE study (n = 239, using vBloc RC1 system) [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] . The action of therapy is believed to delay gastric emptying, resulting in earlier fullness, less hunger, consumption of smaller portion sizes, and reduction of calories. The EMPOWER trial was a prospective, parallelgroup, double-blind RCT in 294 nondiabetic patients in 15 centers (13 USA, 2 Australia). Patients were randomized in a 2:1 allocation to the treatment group (activated device) or control group (nonactivated device). vBloc was shown to be safe in treating obesity, but without significantly different weight loss from the controls. Post-study analysis suggested that the electrical safety checks may have inappropriately blocked vagal trunks also contributing to weight loss among controls [176] .
The ReCharge trial was a double-blind, sham-controlled, RCT in 239 patients (BMI 35.0-45.0 kg/m 2 ) across 10 centers (8 USA, 2 Australia). Sham/control group patients were implanted with subcutaneous neuroregulators without electrodes, and the sham operation involved the same number of incisions as the treatment group, however with no peritoneal penetration. Both groups received neuroregulators that could be programmed, and all devices were set to deliver charges for at least 12 h/day [177, 178, 180] . At 24-month follow-up, mean vBLoc treatment group EWL was 21.0% (95% CI, 16.0-26.0%) and mean TBWL was 8.0% (95% CI, 6.0-10.0%). Overall improvements from baseline in diastolic and systolic blood pressure and waist circumference were significant. Among all vBloc participants, 24-month improvements from baseline were statistically significant at 24 months for LDL and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, and HbA 1C . FPG was the only parameter not significantly changed. Fifty percent of patients remitted from metabolic syndrome at 12 months and 47.0% by 24 months. Among prediabetic patients, at 12 months, 57.0% had achieved normoglycemia, and at 24 months, 50.0% [181] . vBloc therapy for intermittent vagal blocking is safe and produces meaningful weight loss through 2 years with sustained improvements in obesityrelated cardiovascular risk factors and healthy eating behaviors.
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision vBloc therapy is associated with an excellent safety profile, and fewer serious adverse events are reported with vBloc than in almost all other bariatric procedures (e.g., mild to moderate heartburn or dyspepsia and abdominal pain) [176, 177] . A large knowledge gap remains regarding its mechanisms of action, patient selection, optimum therapeutic targets, and efficacy markers (e.g., gastric distention, neuropeptides, electrocardiogram changes, etc). vBloc can be programmed to administer multiple pulse frequencies, voltages, currents, and total energy delivered. The parameters to achieve maximum weight loss and metabolic effectiveness remain to be determined. vBloc vagal nerve blocking is reversible and programmable, does not alter native anatomy, and can achieve durable benefits in weight loss and metabolic improvements. It is an option for patients who are not interested in, or are unable to have, standard bariatric surgery.
Gastric Plication (Fig. 22) Origin, Advantages LGCP was first reported in the 1960s [182] and popularized by Talebpour et al. in Iran in 1999. It involves an SG that is formed by vertically plicating the gastric greater curvature using nonabsorbable sutures following transection of the omentum (with no bowel transection). Although originally thought to offer the advantage of ready reversibility, this characteristic is not universally the case, and the procedure is practiced particularly for its other advantages, including no need for resection, bypass, or an implantable device, and a low rate of complications [183] . The cost of LGCP was found to be less that of SG, RYGBP, and LAGB [184] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution LGCP is indicated for patients with a BMI ≥ 40 kg/m 2 . A relative contraindication is previous surgery that might limit a patient's ability to vomit [183] .
LGCP is effective for weight loss and T2DM resolution (based on collective worldwide evidence of > 6000 patients, Use is standardized by the manufacturer's instructions. LGCP patients who, at 5-year follow-up, achieved 55.0% EWL (28.0-100.0%) [184] . In a 2015 report by Talebpour et al. in 60 LGCP patients who had achieved a maximum weight loss of 57 kg at 6 months, 95.0% of T2DM patients attained resolution at 1 year follow-up, and 2/55 patients who experienced weight regain also regained their T2DM [187] . In the Dolezalova et al. study, 58 patients (27.4%) had T2DM at baseline; at 5 years, 65.5% of T2DM was resolved. The majority of LGCP patients with early improvement in T2DM retained these benefits despite varying weight regain (mean 9.2%) [185] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision LGCP has not been associated with mortality. The procedure is safe, with a rate of 4.4% major complications, 3.0% reoperation, and 0.2% conversion, as shown in a review of 521 LGCP patients [188] , findings corroborated by a study by Dolezalova et al. of 212 morbidly obese LGCP patients at 5-year follow-up. Leakage occurred in this cohort in a small percentage of patients, less than in SG [185] . Talebpour et al. reported a 1.0% revision rate in their large 2012 study, and in their recent direct RCT comparison of LGCP (n = 35) and SG (n = 35), they saw comparable postoperative complication rates in short-term follow-up [184, 189] .
LGCP involves risks similar to the SG, including bleeding, perforation, and portal vein thrombosis. Reversal of LGCP can be complicated after 1-6 months due to the healing of the gastric plication; however, if a patient has weight regain over the mid to long term, dilation of the lesser curvature facilitates conversion to another procedure, such as SG. Reversal vs reapplication of the plication vs conversion is determined on a case-by-case basis [184, 185] .
Banded Gastric Plication (Fig. 23) Origin, Advantages BGP was innovated by Huang in 2009 as a combination of the adjustable gastric banding and plication procedures designed to reduce AGB adjustment frequency and improve weight loss [190, 191] .
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution BGP is indicated for patients with BMI ≥ 37.0 kg/m 2 with obesity-related comorbidities, or BMI ≥ 32.0 kg/m 2 . In the Huang et al. initial study of 26 patients, at 12-month follow-up, weight loss was 59.5 ± 17.9% EWL with a mean of 1.1 adjustments during that period, and there were no mortality and two complications (gastrogastric intussusception and tube kinking in the subcutaneous layer) [191] . In the Huang et al. 2012 casematched comparative study of BGP and SG, 2-year EWL was similar (67.2 vs 66.9%, p = 0.97) between procedures [192] . case-matched BGP vs SG weight-loss outcomes at 2-year follow-up [193, 194] . Cottam et al. in a matched study of BGP and SG found SG EWL significantly greater at 2 years (SG, 67.2 ± 25.7% vs BGP, 45.9 ± 25.3%), although there was a smaller follow-up percentage in the SG group (49.0%) than in the BGP group (70.0%) [195] . et al. (n = 295), total reoperation rate was 9.1% and no mortality. Complications included fundal herniation and band slippage (six), revised laparoscopically; two leaks, converted to normal anatomy or SG; two band failures, replaced by new bands; one injection port infection, debrided; and one case of intractable GERD, converted to RYGB. Revision to SG or RYGBP due to insufficient weight loss or regain was performed in 13 patients. BGP appears to offer weight loss between that of LAGB and SG, and is potentially reversible. It may offer a new bariatric surgical option, especially for those who will not consider nonreversible procedures and for patients who require a salvage procedure for LAGB failure.
EndoBarrier (Fig. 24) Origin, Advantages Experimental work in nonobese diabetic rats by Rubino showed that exclusion of the duodenum has a marked effect on glucose metabolism [196] , and exclusion of chyme from the duodenum by means of an endoluminal tube significantly improves glucose homeostasis [197] . The duodenojejunal bypass liner (DJBL, EndoBarrier®), a 60-cm long, soft, impermeable fluoropolymer sleeve, was developed for endoscopic placement and maintenance in the duodenal bulb with a nitinol anchor [198] . It entered clinical use internationally in 2006 for obese and/or diabetic patients (BMI ≥ 30) but is not yet in the USA [199] [200] [201] . The EndoBarrier is minimally invasive and rapidly normalizes glycemic control in diabetic patients. 2 and HbA 1C was 6.7-9.2% at the time of implantation, and the device was implanted for a mean 8.4 ± 4.0 months. At explantation, TBWL was 12.6 ± 1.3 kg (p < 0.0001), which was maintained at 6-month follow-up, significantly lower (− 7.07 kg, p < 0.0001) than at baseline, HbA 1C decreased 1.3% (95% CI, 1.0, 1.6; p < 0.0001), and FPG decreased 44.6 mg/dL (31.2, 57.9; p < 0.0001) [202] . After EndoBarrier explantation, HbA 1C and BMI often increase but remain significantly below baseline levels [203] . The device is associated with mean T2DM resolution of 47.0% at 1-year follow-up [199] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision A US pivotal double-blinded multicenter trial sham-controlled trial was terminated early with 325 of the intended 500 patients due in particular to a 3.5% incidence of hepatic abscess formation (from the spikes of the metallic anchoring stent in the duodenum), GI bleeding, device migration, and development of pancreatitis [161, 162] . Secondgeneration duodenojejunal bypass liner devices with nontraumatic anchor and retrieval systems are currently in clinical trials. EndoBarrier can be removed at any time to resolve adverse events. EndoBarrier implantation duration is No measurements that can be standardized. Technique summary:
• Take down omentum on greater curvature starting 3 cm from pylorus up to gastroesophageal junction • Calibrate over a 36 Fr tube, marking the stomach on the anterior and posterior aspect of the pouch with cautery • Fold and suture stomach. Take a bite from the posterior mark and multiple bites in between and then a stitch in the anterior mark. Sutures are 1.5 cm apart • Suture the second row with running non-absorbable suture from the first suture at the gastroesophageal junction to the last suture near the pylorus • Place an adjustable band 1 cm from the gastroesophageal junction • Perform leak check brief but can be successfully repeated [204] . It represents an emerging endoscopic therapy that may prove effective in resolving T2DM in many patients for whom lifestyle change is not successful. Fig. 25) Origin, Advantages The AspireAssist® (Aspire Bariatrics, King of Prussia, PA), FDA approved in 2016, facilitates gastric aspiration therapy, in which food is removed from the stomach through an endoscopic gastrostomy aspiration tube through a skin port. The aspiration tube is endoscopically inserted; after 1-2 weeks, the external port is connected [205] . The objective of temporary or longer-term placement of the AspireAssist, beyond immediate postmeal calorie removal, is to induce long-term behavioral changes that decrease food intake and improve food choices to treat and prevent obesity.
AspireAssist (
Indications/Contraindications, Weight Loss, Diabetes Resolution The AspireAssist system is approved in the USA for patients ≥ 22 years old with a BMI 35.0-55.0 kg/m 2 [206] , and it is CE marked for patients with BMI 35.0-65.0 kg/m 2 . A US pilot RCT was conducted (n = 10, aspiration therapy group, mean BMI 42.0 ± 1.4 kg/m 2 ; n = 4, lifestyle therapy-only group, mean BMI 39.3 ± 1.1 kg/m 2 ) with 1-year outcomes. Weight loss was 18.6 ± 2.3% TBWL, aspiration therapy group vs 5.9 ± 5.0% TBWL, lifestyle group (p = 0.021), and seven subjects in the aspiration therapy group completed 2 years of therapy with 21.2 ± 2.8% TBWL [207] . In the multicenter US "PATHWAY" RCT (n = 111 aspiration group, BMI 42.2 ± 5.1 kg/m 2 vs lifestyle group, n = 60, BMI 40.9 ± 5.1 kg/m 2 ), the modified intention-to-treat analysis weight loss was 12.1 ± 9.6 and 3.5 ± 6.0% TBWL, respectively (p < 0.001). In the completer analysis, weight loss was 14.2 ± 9.8% (aspiration group, n = 82) and 4.9 ± 7.0% TBWL (lifestyle group, n = 31) (p < 0.01) [208] . In a European multisite clinical registry (n = 160), similar TBWL was found, i.e., 1 year, 24.3 ± 13.9% (n = 117); 2 years, 26.6 ± 17.3% (n = 78); 3 years, 30.3 ± 15.3% (n = 23); and 4 years, 25.1 ± 19.1% (n = 12) [209] . In a Swedish trial by Forssell et al., T2DM patients had significant blood glucose improvement, and three out of five discontinued diabetic medications [210] .
Operative Mortality/Morbidity, Postoperative Complications, Reversal/Revision In AspireAssist trials, there has been no mortality. Adverse events included abdominal pain after placement of aspiration tube, granulation tissue and irritation around the stoma, and intra-abdominal fluid collection [208, 210] . In the US pilot study, there were three infections: two were local fungal infection and one was a soft tissue infection. One of the four patients who elected to have the tube removed had a persistent fistula requiring s e v e r a l e n d o s c o p i e s t o a c h i e v e c l o s u r e [ 2 0 7 ] . AspireAssist therapy may become an effective tool in managing obesity when administered to carefully selected patients in the context of a multidisciplinary weight-loss program. 
Discussion
Standardization of Outcomes Reporting in Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery
At the outset of the BMSS meeting, important broad concepts in bariatric metabolic surgery were reviewed. These included standards posited for weight-loss and glycemia outcome reporting, methods of measurement of the gastrointestinal tract for bariatric operations, and indications for pediatric bariatric surgery. The resulting debate suggested that consensus standardization of these multifaceted and controversial topics would be a lengthy process more fully addressed in a future meeting. Recommendations for standardized metabolic and bariatric surgery outcomes reporting (particularly the recent comprehensive review by Brethauer et al. and the ASMBS Clinical Issues Committee [211] ) need to be addressed systematically.
Recommendations for Procedure Standardization
To understand the elements in each procedure that correlate with beneficial weight loss and metabolic effects, uniform measurement is a fundamental requirement. Yet, a variety of versions of bariatric metabolic procedure configurations exist, to say nothing of the range of variations in the sequence of steps involved in the complete procedure. This procedure heterogeneity was clearly established in the BMSS meeting and has been documented in prior reports [212] [213] [214] . Participants of the inaugural BMSS Consensus Meeting worked toward agreement on recommendations for procedural anatomic measurement standards. Their consensus on 22/25 bariatric metabolic procedures has been presented herein ( Table 1) . As stated previously, inclusion and discussion of emerging procedures in this review, nor voting on their standard endprocedure anatomic configurations, does not constitute a scientific validation or approval of that procedure.
Challenges of Standardization
Two primary issues related to the process of standardization by consensus emerged and were addressed in the meeting. In advance of the meeting, in extensive phone consultation with procedure originators and surgeons performing large series, the chairmen (MB, MF) conferred on development of the procedure standards to be proposed. At the meeting outset, the Use is standardized by manufacuturer's instructions. Fig. 25 AspireAssist chairmen explained the aim of voting as affirmation that an anatomic configuration proposed was to be recognized in the field as the correct standard version of that procedure-not as the procedure configuration a surgeon voter would personally prefer to perform, or that s/he believed might be more successful, or a procedure that s/he would endorse based on available evidence. The vision for this aim was that evidence-based analysis of procedure outcomes in the future would be sharpened by establishment of a standard procedure with which new studies reporting their standardized results could be pooled. In addition, comparisons of such standardized results to variant and alternative procedures would be greatly refined.
During the first half of the meeting, misunderstanding regarding the basis for voting and some disagreement with it were evident. A voter with this ambiguity or conflict would not be able to vote with clarity of purpose to standardize certain configurations. Several arguments as to the basis for decision-making about standards were put forth: (1) the argument for use of the innovator's configuration, (2) the argument for use of the configuration with best safety and efficacy outcomes (although sufficient data comparing identically measured configurations are not available), and (3) the argument for use of the configuration performed in the largest reported series with good outcomes (although often, more than one surgeon had performed a large series, each using a somewhat different configuration of the "same procedure").
Most panelists and attendees concurred that in considering the majority of the 25 procedures, these arguments would be intertwined and additional variables would arise to conflate decision-making. A singular, uncontested basis for determining a standard was not available. The nature of this debate confirmed the importance of and need for a standardization meeting guided by a consensus of expert surgeon opinion.
During the second meeting day, the chairmen devoted a portion of a session to clarifying the voting process to ensure that the remaining votes would be undertaken with the full understanding of the group. The primary basis for defining a standard was rearticulated to orient voting toward identifying the configuration most performed with good results by most surgeons. In many instances, this procedure correlated with the configuration used by the procedure originator. Secondarily, through debate, the group agreed to revise one to two nuances of the measurements of some configurations. These changes were redrawn as the proposed anatomic standard configurations on which to vote in the remainder of phase 1 and throughout phase 2. Ten of 13 procedures (Figs. 1, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 24) that eluded consensus in the first vote met the consensus threshold, ratifying 22/25 proposed standards.
A second conceptual issue raised was the challenge of selecting standards for one of the very recently introduced novel, or emerging, procedures in the absence of a body of research evidence and/or lack of personal clinical experience witnessing or performing it. Most participants had only an impression of such experimental or emerging procedures from the literature and/or solely from its description at the meeting. In this case, the majority resolved that the standardized version of an emerging procedure should be the original version as defined by its originator.
Recommendation of Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Tenets
The following are recommended for recognition as standardized tenets on topics of central importance to bariatric metabolic surgery.
1.Obesity is a disease, and bariatric surgical treatment is a viable long-term option for the management of obesity.
2.Metabolic diabetes surgery is a viable option for longterm treatment of type 2 diabetes mellitus.
3.Bariatric surgery and diabetes surgery are subfields within metabolic surgery. Metabolic bariatric surgery, and metabolic diabetes surgery, are terms that correctly express the taxonomy of metabolic surgery.
4.Each bariatric procedure should be identified by a single set of precise anatomic measurements that characterize its final anatomic reconfiguration standard. Such identification of procedures facilitates accurate data collection and analysis of outcomes to improve targeting of treatment for specific aspects of metabolic disease.
5.To avoid creation of confounding outcomes, procedure variants, by definition, must vary from a single foundational standard procedure applied consistently by the field.
Next Steps
While no single medicine, or operation, is best for all patients, preventable heterogeneity that impedes precise and verifiable analysis exists in bariatric metabolic operative techniques.
Medicines are prescribed in specifically tested dosages, so, too, standardization of key surgical procedure measurements is a prerequisite for safety and effectiveness. In addition, bariatric surgery engages a multitude of diverse metabolic effects, both weight independent and weight dependent. One of the most important questions with which the field must wrestle going forward is that these metabolic changes have not been clearly or fully correlated with clinical outcomes. Designating and consistently applying exact anatomic procedure measurements is a necessary step toward decoding these correlations.
The BMSS Working Group intends to advance discussion and revision of the consensus standards, working with the international bariatric metabolic community toward their adoption. The next step proposed is the use of a structured process of iterative consensus building, such as the Delphi technique [215, 216] . Mailed or electronically delivered surveys that further test the BMSS consensus outcomes can be employed. A preliminary list of open-and closed-ended questions covering the BMSS standards circulated to respondents would enable the BMSS to further refine the questions and responses that arose at the initial meeting. Participants may accept, delete, or modify these queries and add comments. A predefined percentage of agreed items, and any modifications added, would be carried forward into a second and third iteration, refining the consensus on procedure standards.
Eventual compilation of new procedure data based on refined, harmonized standards has the potential to improve outcome reporting, facilitate collaborative trial design, and provide insight into the physiology of metabolic diseases, paving the way for both surgical and nonsurgical therapies.
Limitations
A methodological limitation of the meeting and statement is that a less formal consensus process than the Delphi or Rand process was employed. Also, individual systematic reviews were not performed as the basis for each procedure background summary. Where possible, systematic reviews and meta-analyses were drawn upon as the foundation for procedure outcome summaries; however, the lack of high-quality (evidence-based medicine levels 1-2) reports cited in many of the existing published systematic reviews emphasizes the very problem of nonstandardized reporting that the BMSS consensus meeting sought to redress. The current statement is a first step toward building initial bariatric community knowledge of the included procedures.
Conclusions
In the absence of standard measurements for the key anatomic alterations of bariatric metabolic procedures, we cannot know our true outcomes, and metabolic effects cannot be finely understood and used to predict and treat disease. The inaugural 2-day BMSS meeting in New Delhi, India, and the BMSS Consensus Statement were undertaken to establish a conceptual foundation from which to move in stages toward highlevel evidence-based studies. A consensus of standards resulting from peer-reviewed evidence and expert opinion was achieved, providing a frame of reference for future research and for dialogue with fellow physicians, providers, government agencies, the media, and, most importantly, patients. To our knowledge, this Consensus Statement of the BMSS Working Group provides the first set of expert opinion-based standards to define the anatomic alterations performed in the majority of available bariatric metabolic procedures.
In this meeting, learned presentations were made by several of the originators of procedures under discussion, some of whom have performed their operations for nearly 40 years [138] . The innovators were instrumental in validating the need for a standardization congress and the importance of the use of standard measures to ensure uniformity in comparisons. Standardization will facilitate the development of the safest and most effective procedures to treat specific diseases. Those procedures will not necessarily be the ones described by their originators or proponents, but by the authority of research performed by numerous practitioners over many years. Their precision in measurement will give rise to a consensus of the evidence.
